
Cycle tour from Munich to Salzburg
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS, APPROX. 260 KM
BOOKING CODE: SO-BYMS7

Along the Alps to the Mozart 
and Festival City

From Eur 1099,-

DAILY ROUTE LENGTH  

TOPOGRAPHY 

Your tour
This bike tour promises a mix of deep blue lakes, towering mountains 
and interesting places. After exploring the Bavarian capital Munich, you 
cycle along the edge of the Alps. Before you reach the Mozart and fe-
stival city of Salzburg, you cycle through numerous health resorts and 
into the Berchtesgadener Land region. Get to know Bavarian as well as 
Austrian customs and specialities. This tour is perfect for experienced 
and inexperienced cyclists who are looking for relaxation but also for 
small challenges.

Itinerary
Day 1 Individual arrival in Munich

Day 2 München – Bad Tölz, approx. 60 km

Day 3 Bad Tölz – Schliersee, approx. 35 km

Day 4 Schliersee – Bad Feilnbach, approx. 35 km

Day 5 Bad Feilnbach – Lake Chiemsee, approx. 35 / 50 km

Day 6 Chiemsee – Inzell, approx. 30 / 45 km

Day 7 Inzell – Salzburg, approx. 50 km

Day 8 Individual departure

Travel time
Season A 14.04. – 21.04.

Season B 28.04. – 12.05.

Season C 19.05. – 15.09.

Arrival Sunday 14.04. – 15.09.2024
The season is dictated by the arrival date.

Services
 ¬ 7 nights incl. breakfast, national 3*-level, in Munich and Salzburg 
4*-level

 ¬ Luggage transport from hotel to hotel to Salzburg, max. 20 kg / piece
 ¬ Cycle route description with maps (1 x per room)
 ¬ Service-Hotline (7 days, 08.00 a.m. – 08.00 p.m.)

Not included services
 ¬ Citys or visitors tax, if payable

Basic price per person
Doubleroom, Season A 1099,–

Doubleroom, Season B 1179,–

Doubleroom, Season C 1239,–

Price Surcharge Singleroom 369,–

Additional night prices per person
Munich DBL / BB 99,–

Munich SGL / BB 175,–

Salzburg DBL / BB (in season A) 99,–

Salzburg DBL / BB (in season B) 105,–

Salzburg DBL / BB (in season C) 119,–

Salzburg SGL / BB (in season A) 165,–

Salzburg SGL / BB (in season B) 169,–

Salzburg SGL / BB (in season C) 185,–

Additional services per person
E-bike / Pedelec* 259,–

Rental bike (7- / 21-gear)* 99,–

Return transfer excl. bike (Sun) 85,–

Return transfer incl. bike (Sun) 125,–

*including rental bike insurance
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Exemplary hotel list
München NYX Hotel München https://www.leonardo-hotels.de/munich/nyx-ho-

tel-munich?utm_source=gmb&utm_medium=link_
site_gmb&utm_campaign=nyx-munich

Bad Tölz Hotel am Wald, Bad Tölz https://hotel-wald.de/
Schliersee Hotel Terofal Schliersee https://hotelterofal.de/
Bad Feilnbach Kistlerwirt Bad Feilnbach https://www.kistlerwirt.com/
Bernau am Chiemsee Jägerhof Bernau am Chiemsee https://www.jaegerhof-bernau.de/
Inzell Alpinhotel Inzeller, Inzell https://www.alpinhotel-inzeller.de/
Salzburg Hotel Goldenes Theater, Salzburg http://www.goldenestheaterhotelsalzburg.com/

index_de.htm

Child reduction on basic price
0 - 5 Years 100%
6 - 11 Years 50%
12 - 14 Years 25%
15 - 17 Years 10%

Due to the more demanding stages, we recommend this trip only for young people with good stamina.
Reduction for children is valid for accommodation in room with two full-paying guests.

Languages Travel documents
 ¬ German, English, French

Additional note
 ¬ All bookings are on request.

 ¬ Return journey to Munich: Optionally by minibus (Sundays), duration 
approx. 2 hours, pick-up in the morning directly at the hotel, must be 
specified when booking, payable in advance.

 ¬ Alternatively on your own by train, connection every hour or every 
two hours, no changes, duration approx. 1.5 – 2.5 hours.

 ¬ Twin / double rooms / separate beds are only occasionally 
available. We treat requests as non-binding customer requests, if 
above mentioned room types are a booking condition, it must be 
mentioned as a condition at the time of booking.

Equipment of our rental bikes
 ¬ Bike lock

 ¬ Odometer

 ¬ Breakdown kit (1 x per booking)

 ¬ Unflat Schwalbe Marathon Plus tyres or comparable

 ¬ Waterproof pannier

 ¬ Waterproof handlebar bag with map holder

Journey to München
 ¬ Nearest airports: Munich

 ¬ Train station: Munich

Parking in München
 ¬ Parking garage approx. 15 € per day, payable locally. Free, unguarded 
parking near the hotel.

 ¬ No reservation possible through Radweg Reisen.

Luggage transport
 ¬ Luggage pick-up from 09.00 a.m., delivery to the next hotel by 06.00 
p.m. at the latest, labeling of luggage is 1 x for the whole tour. No 
restriction on the number of pieces of luggage, but max. 20 kg per 
piece of luggage.

Travel documents
 ¬ Travel document dispatch to the arrival hotel, hotel list and arrival 
information in advance by e-mail

Stages description

Day 1: Individual arrival in Munich
Welcome to the white-blue metropolis of Munich. If you have booked 
rental bikes, they will be waiting for you at your hotel. Take some time 
to explore this royal city. Munich was founded as early as the 12th 
century. With all of the sights this city has to offer, you`ll definitely 
find your own personal highlight among them. Munich Hofbräuhaus is 
known the world over for its traditional beer. Are you more interested 
in culture? Then you`ll love the internationally known museums, 
galleries or theatres.

Day 2: München – Bad Tölz, approx. 60 km
Your bike tour from Munich to Salzburg starts along the Isar and 
takes you through old floodplain forests to Wolfratshausen. Here, 
adventurous cyclists can take a raft trip on the Isar and Loisach rivers. 
Continue cycling to Bad Tölz, the well-known mud and brine spa with 
very beautiful parks and green spaces. In Bad Tölz`s old town, stroll 
along Market Street and admire the facades decorated with Lüftl 
paintings. If you feel like climbing high, a view of the Isar valley from 
the Kalvarienberg mountain will reward you for your efforts.
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Day 3: Bad Tölz – Schliersee, approx. 35 km
Today’s stage will take you along the edge of the Alps to Tegernsee, one 
of the best-known lakes and home to one of the most popular Bavarian 
beers. Enjoy the beautiful lake panorama in the small town of Gmund 
before cycling to Schliersee. This lake is typical for the Alpine foothills 
and is best explored from aboard a ship.

Day 4: Schliersee – Bad Feilnbach, approx. 35 km
First you will cycle along the shore of Schliersee, afterwards your route 
will be slightly hilly. The city at the foot of Mount Wendelstein is a 
famous mud spa. Due to the mild climate and 30.000 fruit trees which 
grow in the region, Bad Feilnbach is also known as the Bavarian Meran. 
As today’s stage is relatively short, you will have time to enjoy beautiful 
Upper Bavaria.

Day 5: Bad Feilnbach – Lake Chiemsee, approx. 35 / 50 km
Today you will cycle through the largest turf harvesting site in Bavaria. 
After crossing over the Inn river you will come to Neubeuern, which 
was once an important shipbuilding site. Cycling through Frasdorf 
with its cave museum you will finally come to the lake Chiemsee. 
As today`s route is short, you should take a trip to the Herren- und 
Frauenchiemsee islands.

Day 6: Chiemsee – Inzell, approx. 30 / 45 km
Cycling around the Hochfelln, the local Chiemgau mountain, you will 
continue on along flat paths to Adelholzen, which is one of the oldest 
baths with healing waters in Bavaria. The Museum of Natural History 
and Mammoth Museum is located in Siegsdorf. The tour then leads 
you along the Roten Traun to the former mining village of Inzell which is 
now a spa town renowned for its clean, fresh air.

Day 7: Inzell – Salzburg, approx. 50 km
If you have been cycling along the edge of the mountains so far, you 
will now be cycling through narrow valleys. In Schneizlreuth you reach 
the Saalach river, which takes you to the spa town of Bad Reichenhall. 
Continue on the Saline path towards Salzburg. The Mozart and Festival 
City welcomes its guests with the Hohensalzburg Fortress towering 
over the city, Mirabell Palace, Mozart&#039;s birthplace or the 
DomQuartier.

Day 8: Individual departure
After breakfast you start your individual return journey home or extend 
your stay.




